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1 Courtieu  in  his  short  but  extremely  detailed  paper  focuses  on  a  detail  of  Arsacid
coinage that has always stood in front of scholars’ eyes, but has never been analysed
with the due attention: Arsaces’ bow. That the weapon depicted is a compound bow has
been already pointed out in the past. No scholar before though has noticed that most of
the  bows  wielded  in  Parthian  coins  are  asymmetrical.  Courtieu  thinks  this  fact  is
intentional and represents the effort of depicting accurately the Parthian bow that was
used by horse riders. An asymmetrical bow was more suitable for large size horses, it
rendered easier to move the weapon from one side of the horsehead to the other and it
limited the risk of touching the horse flanks while shooting. Arsaces’ gesture is taken
into consideration as well.  The legendary figure is not simply holding the bow. The
composition  and  in  particular  the  connection  between  the  king’s  eyes  and  the
bowstring suggest to the author that Arsaces is performing a common operation, well
known to all archers, in particular to those using a compound bow: he is checking the
weapon’s condition verifying the tension of the string and the correct line up of the
extremities.  Arsaces  is  showed testing  the  functioning  of  the  weapon that  was  the
symbol of Parthian military power, an operation very familiar to each of his soldiers.
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